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The challenge

One learning portal, multiple institutions
Essentially that’s the challenge that multiple IdP
authentication is: one learning portal shared
between multiple institutions.
Could be one university with multiple campuses
(and multiple IT departments), could be some type
of multi-tenancy deployment, with SAML
authentication to each tenant.
The use case which started off this project is an
NGO with units large enough to want their own
Active Directory – but one consistent learning
portal for all users.
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Introducing auth/saml2

Some of you will be familiar... if not...
There is a really great plugin on the Moodle
directory: auth/saml2.

Built and maintained by Catalyst AU, it makes
SAML really easy to set up in most cases.

One feature it does have, recently made a core
feature, is the ability to handle multiple identity
providers – whether that’s multiple campuses
with staff directories, or multiple organisations
feeding into your platform through some multitenancy solution, or something more exotic.
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SAML configuration... not really as scary as it looks

SAML configuration is powerful
Example configuration:
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Continued...

After configuration

How do we know where to log in?
●

●

●

●

●

Moodle doesn’t... not technically
possible to try out every single IdP
that might be listed
So we ask the user to say where to
log in
Default behaviour is practical, but
not prominent and users may go to
the wrong place first
Extra log in button per IdP – not a
problem for 1-2 IdPs, but 4+ might
be problematic
This doesn’t work for our client!
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How it looks...

How do we get users to sign in correctly?

Login menu on every page
●

●

●

●

Our client has plenty of pages
available to guests, so pushing
people to the login page first is
counter-productive
Quickest way for users to get to the
platform the right way is to give
them the option on every page
This isn’t part of the plugin but
something we built on top of it; as
new IdPs are added, they can be
added to this menu too
Links take SAML users directly to
SAML login
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How it looks...

Replacement login page

Minimal login pages are awesome
●

●

●

Having provided a streamlined SAML
workflow, we then redesigned the
login form to focus on the nonSAML users in the platform
The aim was to reduce friction for
these users
SAML users shouldn’t generally see
this screen, they should be using the
menu
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How it looks...

Leading staff to logins, easier than horses to water

SAML sometimes goes wrong
●

●

●

●

While the streamlined login form is
great for non-SAML users, SAML
users have a problem
No way to know which IdP to use, so
all we can do is tell them to use the
proper option...
We’re still experimenting with ways
to do this, like a warning even before
pressing the login button, but so far
this has worked pretty well
But it did give us one idea...
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How it looks...

More than one workflow

Two workflows, one destination
●

●

●

●

Moodle as a whole expects us to use
/login/ as the login point.
If we end up there from some
generic starting point, let’s use that
to really focus the user’s attention
We gave the ‘normal’ login form a
slightly different URL, and this is
what you see if you hit the regular
URL
This has proved effective at
funnelling users to the right places
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How it looks...

Auto login...?

Making it easier for users where possible
●

●

●

●

Some of the users aren’t so technical and are
sometimes told ‘go to the website and complete
this course’
For these users, we needed a way to let content
creators notify classes and ideally include
something in the URL to guide authentication
A small core change and we were all set...

Easy to send out announcements to groups of
users with this – many of them are already logged
in with SAML for other tasks, so for them it
becomes seamless
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About me

Peter Spicer, Developer @ Catalyst
●

●

●

●

Has implemented SAML-based and bespoke SSO
solutions for various customers
Occasionally dreams in SAML’s protocol
Around all three days at Moodlemoot UK/IE for
any questions you might have, technical or not
Email me at peter.spicer@catalyst-eu.net if you’d
like some advice, or consultion on larger issues
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